GIMME SMOOTH !
Technical file
EFFICACY

PROPERTIES

PROVEN

Efficacy proven*

A truly invigorating formula that reduces cellulite
and the orange peel effect in a visible way.
Essential oils like Italian Helichrysum essential
oils combine to grapefruit and grape oils with
countless virtues to win the fight against cellulite.
For more impressive results, you can use this
slimming lotion with our slimming cup Bubble In.

SPECIFICATIONS
CNPN : 1541319

Odour : Aromatic, citrus, mint, grapefruit
Texture : This lotion leaves a veil of softness on
your skin. Not sticky, it absorbs quickly.
Color : Transparent, clear

Custums code:

INGREDIENTS

3304990000
Volume:
3.33 fl.oz

CAPRYLIC/CAPRIC TRIGLYCERIDE, ZEA MAYS (CORN)
OIL,
VITIS
VINIFERA
(GRAPE)
SEED
OIL,
SQUALANE,HELICHRYSUM ITALICUM FLOWER OIL,
PIPER NIGRUM FRUIT OIL, EUCALYPTUS DIVES
LEAF/TWIG OIL, CITRUS PARADISI (GRAPEFRUIT) PEEL
OIL, DICAPRYLYL ETHER, LAURYL ALCOHOL, PARFUM,
TOCOPHEROL, LIMONENE

DIRECTIONS FOR USE

 100% of smoother skin
 Hips : - 3,4cm !
 Thighs : - 1,9 cm !
 Arms : - 2,9 cm !

100% Natural
100% Active
 Tones
 Reduces cellulite
 Smooths

Essential oils
and organic
vegetable
oils

ADDITIONAL PRODUCTS

Apply twice daily our Gimme Smooth! until
completely absorbed. The best way to use it is to
apply a dynamic palpate and roll massage with your
hand, in a circular motion, on treated areas from the
bottom of the body, going up toward the heart for 5
minutes. Once or twice a week, the bravest can also
do a 20-minute massage. Look for magical results!

USE PRECAUTIONS
Gimme Smooth! is not suitable for pregnant women
and children. Avoid sun exposure immediately after
application! Always test the product inside your
elbow and leave it for 24 hours before applying on
larger skin areas.
Use time : 25 days average
Life time after opening : 12 months

LABELING

* Efficiency tests under dermatological control on a panel of 23 women over 56 days.
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